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Abstract
We introduce a new online deadlock-avoidance policy, Tran-

sitive Joins (TJ), that targets programs with dynamic task

parallelism and arbitrary join operations. In this model, a

computation task can asynchronously spawn new tasks and

selectively join (block) on any task for which it has a handle.

We prove that TJ soundly guarantees the absence of dead-

lock cycles among the blocking join operations. We present

an algorithm for dynamically verifying TJ and show that

TJ results in fewer false positives than the state-of-the-art

policy, Known Joins (KJ). We evaluate an implementation

of our verifier in comparison to prior work. The evaluation

results show that instrumenting a program with a TJ verifier

incurs geometric mean overheads of only 1.06× in execution

time and 1.09× in memory usage, which is better overall

than existing KJ verifiers. TJ is a practical online deadlock-

avoidance policy that is applicable to a wide range of parallel

programming models.

CCSConcepts • Software and its engineering→Dead-
locks; Parallel programming languages.

Keywords deadlock avoidance, task parallelism, futures

1 Introduction
In parallel programs, a deadlock is a bug that arises when a

cycle of blocking dependencies forms among a collection of

concurrent resources [22]. Deadlocks can be difficult to rea-

son about as the circumstances which cause them involve the

ordering of computation steps across multiple concurrently

executing tasks, and deadlocks can often arise nondetermin-

istically due to variations in task scheduling. We study the

deadlock problem as it applies to the dynamic task paral-

lelism programming model, and we propose a dynamically
verifiable policy that guarantees deadlock freedom.
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In this paper, we focus on deadlocks that can arise from

join operations in task-parallel programs, that is, operations

that wait for task termination. For concreteness, and without

loss of generality, we discuss programs in which the eventual

result value of each asynchronously executing task is repre-

sented by a copyable Future object. Any task can perform

a blocking get operation on a Future to retrieve the return

value once it is available [17]. It is standard practice to refer

to this blocking wait as a join operation. Accordingly, the

creation of a new asynchronously executing task is referred

to as a fork.
Our modeling of the deadlock-avoidance problem using

Futures is applicable to a wide range of parallel program-

ming models. For example, the forking and joining of system-

level threads, as in Java and C++, can be modeled abstractly

with Futures. Moreover, the concurrency library of Java [15]

and, more recently, the standard library of C++ [23] directly

include Futures as a high-level abstraction. Cilk includes

‘spawn’ and ‘sync’ commands; Cilk’s model is more limited

than Futures in general because a Cilk function is compelled

to join with all the tasks it has spawned [12]. Cilk programs

can only exhibit fully strict computation graphs [2]. X10, the

Habanero Java language (HJ), and the Habanero Java Library

(HJlib) include an async-finish model, which, although more

general than Cilk, is also more limited than Futures; rather

than join with arbitrary tasks, a task can join all at once

with the collection of tasks it created (transitively) within

a given computation [7]. Programs based on async-finish

exhibit terminally strict computation graphs [16]. X10, HJ,

and HJlib also support arbitrary joins on asynchronously

spawned tasks in the form of Futures [6, 7, 21].

Approaches to the deadlock problem include solutions

which statically detect the possibility of deadlocks or verify

deadlock freedom [4, 27, 34], solutions which detect dead-

locked tasks at runtime [20, 25], and solutions which avoid

deadlocks by intercepting blocking operations that might

cause a deadlock if allowed to proceed [9, 10, 28]. Our work

is a deadlock-avoidance policy that gives target programs

the ability to handle illegal joins as an exception.

Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. We formulate a policy called Transitive Joins (TJ) as a

simple set of rules restricting which joins are permissi-

ble, and we prove that TJ guarantees a program’s joins

will not deadlock (TJ is sound).

https://doi.org/10.1145/3293883.3295724
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2. We prove that TJ extends an existing policy due to

Cogumbreiro et al. [10], called Known Joins (KJ), by

admitting a superset of the programs that are valid

under KJ. We argue for the utility of the large class of

the newly admitted TJ programs.

3. TJ can be used as an online verification algorithm that

aborts potentially unsafe joins, raising an exception

in the program. A simple algorithm for TJ verification

takes O(h) time to check each join and O(n) space in
total, where n is the number of tasks spawned, and h
is the height of the task fork tree.

4. We implemented a TJ verifier; its evaluation shows

a geometric mean overhead of 1.06× execution time

and 1.09× memory usage, justifying the use of TJ in

practice as an always-on runtime safety check. TJ’s

overheads improve on the best implementation of KJ,

whose time and memory overheads are 1.09× and

1.30×, respectively.

Our Transitive Joins verifier implements one of three pro-

posed algorithms for online policy verification. We evaluate

the TJ verifier against two available KJ verifiers on five bench-

marks which both TJ and KJ admit as valid. We also include

a deadlock-free benchmark which satisfies TJ but not KJ,

thereby requiring the KJ verifiers to fall back to a more ex-

pensive cycle-detection algorithm. The results show that

TJ incurs comparable or better execution time and memory

overheads to the KJ implementations, so that it is practi-

cal and desirable to use TJ in favor over the KJ verifier and

classical cycle-detection.

Outline. This paper opens in Section 2 with an informal

description of TJ and explores its utility through example

programs. In Section 3 we give formal definitions and theo-

rems on the correctness of TJ, and in Section 4 we formally

relate TJ to KJ. Section 5 describes an online TJ verification

algorithm, which is evaluated in Section 6. Section 7 covers

related work on deadlocks, and Section 8 concludes.

2 Overview
We informally describe our novel Transitive Joins policy

and frame it as the transitive closure of two intuitive rules.

Through two examples representing practical, realizable pro-

gram patterns, we argue for the utility of TJ in admitting an

additional class of deadlock-free programs over prior work.

2.1 TJ Principles
Because precise cycle detection is slow, we accept the re-

ality of false positives in online deadlock avoidance. So in

designing a sound policy (one that forbids all deadlocking

runs), it is important to carefully control which runs raise

false positives. The join operations that are permitted by a

sound deadlock-avoidance policy ought to be those which

naturally emerge from program structure, for two reasons. 1)

It is inconvenient for the programmer if the policy excludes

a program whose deadlock freedom is plainly evident. 2) By

excluding programs whose deadlock freedom is obscure and

hard to understand, we encourage sanitary coding practices.

Guided by program structure, we devise a few principles

which determine the join permissions that a given task is

granted. First, we observe that, in the Futures model of task

parallelism, the continuation of a forking task receives a

Future object which refers to the forked task; that is, the

parent has a joinable handle to the child. However, the child

task does not receive a handle to the parent. Therefore, it is

natural to (I) permit the parent to join (block) on the child,

but not to permit the child to join on the parent. Second, a

forked task receives parameters or captured data from the

forking task, which can readily include previously created

Futures. Therefore, it is natural to (II) permit a child to join

on the tasks for which the parent held join permission at the

time of the fork.

Prior work takes rules (I,II) and adds a third rule to cre-

ate a sound deadlock-avoidance policy called Known Joins

(KJ) [10]. A corollary to the soundness of KJ is that rules (I,II)

alone are also sound (though very imprecise).

The key observation which leads to our novel policy is

the following: Under a sound policy, if task a performs a

permitted join on task b, and if task b performs a permitted

join on task c , then task a has effectively blocked on task

c and yet is not in danger of deadlocking. Therefore, it is

natural to declare that (III) permission-to-join should be a

transitive relation. We define the Transitive Joins policy (TJ)

as the rules (I,II,III).

Figure 1 illustrates two programs and their TJ permissions.

First consider the diagram on the left. Task a forks task b,
then task d . Task b forks task c . There is no guarantee about

whether c or d is created first. Under rule (I), it is always

valid for a parent to join on its own child. Therefore, every

fork edge is also a join permission edge. By rule (II), task d
inherits from a its permission to join on b, since a held this

permission at the time d was created. Readers familiar with

KJ will see that, after d executes a join on b, d then learns
KJ permission to join on c . But under rule (III) of TJ, d has

permission to join on c by transitivity through b, whether
or not d actually joins on b.

The diagram on the right of Figure 1 begins with the same

scenario of forks. However, d then forks task e , which joins

on c . Task e inherits from its parent the permission to join

on b. Under KJ it is not legal for e to directly join on c .1

By contrast, join permission is transitive in TJ. Since there

is a (non-empty) path of join permissions from e to c , e is
permitted by TJ to join on e without first joining on the other

nodes along that path (namely b).

1
KJ was designed to prove deadlock freedom from data race freedom in the

absence of additional synchronization mechanisms. If e obtains a handle to

c without synchronization, there must be a data race, so KJ is not interested

in admitting this execution.
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Figure 1. The actions of two example programs, showing the

fork tree (orange), the joins (green), and the join permissions

(dotted). Children of each node are drawn in fork order from

left to right. The run on the right is accepted only by TJ.

Compared to the state of the art, Transitive Joins reduces

the gap between what is deadlock-free and what is accepted

by a policy. We will show that KJ-valid executions are a strict

subset of TJ-valid executions (Theorem 4.3). TJ admits new

executions which rely on the transitivity of join permission

but which skip joins or perform joins out of order with re-

spect to KJ. Stated altogether as a single principle, TJ allows

any task in a subtreeT1 of the fork tree to join on any task in
another subtreeT2, provided the root ofT2 is an older sibling

of (same parent, but forked earlier than) the root of T1. This
principle will be formalized as Theorem 3.15.

2.2 Program Model
As introduced in X10 [7] (and more recently in C++ [23]), we

use the keyword async to asynchronously execute a block

of code (capturing local values, but sharing heap-allocated

objects and arrays); async immediately returns a handle to

the task, called a Future. Futures have a blocking method,

join(), which waits for the associated task to terminate and

then returns that task’s result value (or null if there is no

result). Our examples make use of some standard Java classes

and methods. In particular, ConcurrentLinkedQueue is a

queue for which concurrent accesses are sequentially or-

dered, and AtomicReferenceArray is an array whose entries

exhibit volatile access.

2.3 Unordered Join on All Descendants
To see the utility of a transitive permission-to-join relation,

consider the program given in Listing 1. It consists of a

divide-and-conquer routine, f, which we have parallelized by

enclosing each recursive call in its own async task on lines 5

and 6. We keep the Future for every task in a shared queue,

and the main task awaits the completion of the entire algo-

rithm by joining on each Future in the queue (lines 14–15).

Listing 1. Divide-and-conquer algorithm with no guarantee

on the relative order of joins.

1 void f (Queue < Fu tu r e > t a s k s ) {
2 i f ( done ( ) ) return 1 ;
3 / / Ch i ld l aunches b e f o r e be ing pushed .
4 / / No parent − c h i l d o rde r gua ran t ee s .
5 t a s k s . add ( async { f ( t a s k s ) ; } ) ;
6 t a s k s . add ( async { f ( t a s k s ) ; } ) ;
7 }
8 void main ( ) {
9 Queue < Fu tu r e > t a s k s =
10 new ConcurrentLinkedQueue < Fu tu r e > ( ) ;
11 f ( t a s k s ) ;
12 / / May j o i n with any descendant .
13 in t r e s u l t = 0 ;
14 while ( ! t a s k s . i sEmpty ( ) )
15 r e s u l t += t a s k s . p o l l ( ) . join ( ) ;
16 }

The join pattern of this program behaves like an implemen-

tation of the finish construct, where main joins on all tasks

transitively spawned during its computation.
2
Because a join

does not unblock until the joinee terminates, it is guaranteed

that once the queue of tasks is found to be empty, no more

asynchronous tasks are running.

However, when each new task is created, it may begin

executing before or after its Future is placed onto the queue.

Therefore, the queue does not respect any ordering between

parent and child tasks. Many possible runs of this program

violate the Known Joins policy becausemainmay try to join

on a task, a, before obtaining permission to do so via joining

on the parent of a. Such a scenario does not, however, violate

the Transitive Joins policy since TJ employs a transitive join

permission. If main is permitted to join on the parent of a,
since the parent is permitted, in turn, to join on a, then it

follows thatmain is permitted to join on a directly. Therefore,
main is permitted to join on an arbitrary element of the queue

at any time.

2.4 Critical Path Reduction
To further show the utility of the permissions granted by

Transitive Joins, we present a program implementing a map-

reduce framework. Map-reduce is a common pattern of con-

currency in which a large collection of parallel work is dis-

tributed among several mapper tasks, later to be accumulated

into one result by one or more reducer tasks. We give an

example map-reduce program in Listing 2. Lines 5–6 fork

N asynchronous mappers, but since these lines of code are

themselves asynchronous tomain, the program does not wait

for all the mappers to be created before continuing. Lines 9–

20 fork C asynchronous reducers. Each reducer accumulates

2
More specifically, the join pattern is a natural way to implement the ‘finish

accumulator’ construct [30], which joins on all tasks that were forked within

some scope and collects their results.
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Listing 2. Map-reduce program showing another use of

Transitive Joins.

1 void main ( ) {
2 AtomicRe fe renceAr ray < Fu tu r e > mappers =
3 new AtomicRe fe renceAr ray < Fu tu r e > (N ) ;
4 async { / / Async mapper spawning
5 for ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i ++)
6 mappers . s e t ( i , async { return work ( ) ; } ) ;
7 } ;
8 / / Chunked reduce phase
9 Fu t u r e [ ] r e du c e r s = new Fu t u r e [C ] ;
10 for ( c = 0 ; c < C ; c ++) {
11 r e du c e r s [ c ] = async {
12 acc = 0 ;
13 for ( i = c ∗N/C ; i < ( c + 1 ) ∗N/C ; i ++) {
14 while ( mappers . ge t ( i ) == nul l )
15 Thread . y i e l d ( ) ;
16 acc += mappers . ge t ( i ) . join ( ) ;
17 }
18 return acc ;
19 } ;
20 }
21 acc = 0 ;
22 for ( c = 0 ; c < C ; c ++)
23 acc += r edu c e r s [ c ] . join ( ) ;
24 }

the results of a chunk of N/C mappers in lines 12–18.
3
The

spin loop on lines 14–15 is a low-level way for the reducer to

wait for each mapper to be placed into the synchronized ar-

ray; although it is beyond the scope of this work to consider

primitives other than Futures, a high-level event-driven prim-

itive could be used instead. Finally, lines 21–23 accumulate

the partial results from all reducers.

Listing 2 is deadlock-free, and it is valid under TJ but not

under KJ. Observe that the mapper tasks are grandchildren

of main, and the reducers inherit main’s join-permission

relationship to the mappers. According to KJ it is illegal to

execute the join() on line 16, unless 1) main joins with the

line 4 async task prior to forking the reducers, or else 2)

each reducer must itself join with the line 4 async. Unlike
Listing 1, Listing 2 always violates KJ, rather than violating

it nondeterministically.

However, under TJ it is legal for the reducers to join with

the mappers without any additional requirements. Themain
task is transitively permitted to join with its grandchildren

(the mappers), and the reducers inherit that permission. In

this way, the program can begin reducing the results as soon

as they arrive, even if they arrive before all the mapper tasks

are forked. That is, a KJ-compliant variant of Listing 2 would

have a longer critical path than the present code since a join

3
This pattern is more complex than that of Listing 1 and cannot be written

using finish constructs because each reducer selects a subset of mappers to

wait on, rather than all of the tasks that were forked within a given scope.

on the line 4 async task would have to be inserted on the

critical path.

3 Formalism
We formally define our novel Transitive Joins policy and

prove two main results: 1) TJ join permission is a total or-

der, so all TJ-valid program runs are deadlock-free (The-

orems 3.10 and 3.11). 2) TJ join permission is induced by

the preorder traversal of the fork tree and has a natural

decision procedure based on lowest common ancestors (The-

orems 3.15 and 3.17). Only selected proofs are presented in

this work, due to space limitations.

3.1 Policy Definition
The Transitive Joins policy is defined over a trace language

and recognizes a conservative subset of deadlock-free traces.

Definition 3.1. Let symbols a,b, . . . denote tasks. An action,
α , is one of init(a) (a is the root task), fork(a,b) (a forks b),
or join(a,b) (a awaits the termination of b). A trace, t , is a
sequence of actions; we will use t1; t2 for trace concatenation.

A trace is valid if it satisfies reasonable constraints on

the tasks used in the forks and joins. For example, a fork

should always introduce a new task, and a join should only

occur between certain pairs of tasks, according to the policy.

We keep the formalism general so that other policies (in

particular, Known Joins) can fit into the same framework.

Definition 3.2. Let R be some family of relations indexed

by traces so that Rt is the relation corresponding to trace

t . With respect to R, let t : A denote that t is a valid trace

consisting of the tasks A.

valid-init

init(a) : {a}

t : A a ∈ A b < A
valid-fork

t ; fork(a,b) : A ∪ {b}
t : A Rt (a,b)

valid-join-R
t ; join(a,b) : A

The valid-* rules state that a trace must begin with an init
action, that each fork action must connect an existing task

with a fresh task, and that each join action must connect two

tasks which are related by Rt , where t is the trace so far.

Definition 3.3. The Transitive Joins judgment t ⊢ a < b is

given by the following rules. Let t ⊢ a ≤ b be shorthand for

a = b ∨ (t ⊢ a < b).

t ⊢ c ≤ a
TJ-left

t ; fork(a,b) ⊢ c < b

t ⊢ a < c
TJ-right

t ; fork(a,b) ⊢ b < c

t1 ⊢ a < b
TJ-mono

t1; t2 ⊢ a < b
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The < relation should be regarded as the permission-to-

join relation for the Transitive Joins policy. (We will show

that < is a total order over all the tasks in a trace, justifying

the choice of notation.)

Definition 3.4. The Transitive Joins policy (TJ) accepts those
traces t : A that are derivable when the relation family R is

instantiated as Rt (a,b) ≜ t ⊢ a < b.

3.2 TJ is Deadlock-free
Lemma 3.5 (Irreflexivity). For any TJ-valid trace t : A, t ⊢
a < a cannot be derived for any a ∈ A.

Lemma 3.6. If t : A (w.r.t. any relation family R) and a ∈ A,
there is a unique action α := fork(p,a) occurring in t , for some
task p.

Definition 3.7. In the statement of Lemma 3.6, let p be

called the parent of a, and a a child of p. Let the (irreflexive)
transitive closure of the parent relation be the ancestor rela-
tion. The reverse of the ancestor relation is the descendant
relation.

Lemma 3.8 (Transitivity of <). For each TJ-valid task t : A
and a,b, c ∈ A, if t ⊢ a < b and t ⊢ b < c , then t ⊢ a < c .

Proof. By induction on t .

a) t := init(a) : {a}: Vacuous by Lemma 3.5.

b) t := t ′; fork(a,b) : A and t ′ : A′: By the inductive

hypothesis and TJ-mono we have that t ⊢ · < · is tran-
sitive overA′. It remains to include b in the transitivity.

Where x ,y ∈ A′, we find that we can only derive

• t ⊢ x < b from TJ-left and t ′ ⊢ x ≤ a
• t ⊢ b < x from TJ-right and t ′ ⊢ a < x
• t ⊢ x < y from TJ-mono and t ′ ⊢ x < y.
There are three rolesb can play in the transitivity prop-
erty; the other two roles (call them a1,a2) are distinct
from b (and thus in A′) by Lemma 3.5.

i) Suppose t ⊢ a1 < a2 < b. Then t ′ ⊢ a1 < a2 ≤ a,
which yields t ′ ⊢ a1 ≤ a by the existing transitivity.

With TJ-left we derive t ⊢ a1 < b, as desired.
ii) Suppose t ⊢ b < a1 < a2. Then t ′ ⊢ a < a1 < a2,

which yields t ′ ⊢ a < a2 by the existing transitivity.

With TJ-right we derive t ⊢ b < a2, as desired.
iii) Suppose t ⊢ a1 < b < a2. Then t ′ ⊢ a1 ≤ a < a2,

which yields t ′ ⊢ a1 ≤ a2 by the existing transitivity.

With TJ-mono we derive t ⊢ a < a2, as desired.
c) t := t ′; join(a,b) : A: Trivial by the inductive hypothe-

sis and TJ-mono.

□

We now show that TJ is sound in the sense that it does

not admit any deadlocking traces.

Definition 3.9. A trace t contains a deadlock if there is a

sequence of tasks a0,a1, . . . ,an (n ≥ 0) such that t contains
join(an ,a0) and join(ai ,ai+1) for all i < n.

Theorem 3.10 (Total order). For any TJ trace t : A, the
relation t ⊢ · < · defines a (strict) total order over A. That is, <
is transitive and trichotomous (for all a,b ∈ A, exactly one of
a < b, a = b, b < a holds).

Proof. We already have transitivity (Lemma 3.8). It remains

to show trichotomy. First, a = b precludes t ⊢ a < b and

t ⊢ b < a by Lemma 3.5. Second, if a , b, we cannot have
both t ⊢ a < b and t ⊢ b < a, since transitivity would then

yield t ⊢ a < a. It remains to show that if a , b, then at least

one of t ⊢ a < b or t ⊢ b < a holds. We prove the property

by induction on t .

a) t := init(a) : {a}: Vacuous.
b) t := t ′; fork(a,b) : A: Since only b is new, it suffices

to show that for all a′ ∈ A a′ , b implies t ⊢ a′ < b
or t ⊢ b < a′. By the inductive hypothesis, we have

t ′ ⊢ a′ ≤ a or t ′ ⊢ a < a′. In the first case, apply TJ-left;
in the second, apply TJ-right.

c) t := t ′; join(a,b) : A: Trivial by the inductive hypothe-

sis and TJ-mono.

□

Theorem 3.11 (Deadlock-freedom of TJ). If t is a TJ trace,
then t does not contain a deadlock.

3.3 TJ Order as a Tree Traversal
The preceding formalism has shown that TJ guarantees

deadlock-freedom; however, it is not immediately clear how

to implement the policy. We now characterize TJ in a way

that suggests a natural decision procedure, and we prove its

equivalence to the original definitions.

Definition 3.12. Let a trace t : A be given, and let E :=

{(a,b) | fork(a,b) ∈ t} serve as the (directed) edge relation of

a tree,T , over the verticesA. Further, letT be equipped with a

local child indexing function, I : A→ Z, behaving as follows.
For children, b1,b2 of a, fork(a,b1) precedes fork(a,b2) in t if
and only if I (b1) < I (b2). T is called the fork tree of t .

In the remainder of the section, let T be the fork tree of a

TJ-valid trace t : A.

Definition 3.13. Define a preorder tree-traversal <T to be

any total order over A satisfying the following rules:

1) If fork(a,b) is in t , then a <T b.
2) If fork(a, c) precedes fork(a,b ′) in t , and b ′ is an ances-

tor of b, then b <T c .

Definition 3.14. Let lca+(a,b) denote the extended lowest
common ancestor of a and b, defined as 1) anc

+
when a is a

(proper) ancestor of b, 2) dec∗ when a is a descendant of or

equal to b, or 3) sib(a′,b ′), where a′,b ′ are the unique nodes
such that a′,b ′ are siblings, a′ is an ancestor of a, and b ′ an
ancestor of b.
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Note that the traditional lowest common ancestor of a
and b is either 1) a, 2) b, or 3) the parent of a′ and b ′, cor-
responding to each of the three cases of lca+. The extended
version has the benefit of telling us how each of a and b are

connected to their lowest common ancestor.

Theorem 3.15 (Decision procedure for <T ). Let a,b ∈ A be
given. Proceeding case-wise on lca+(a,b), we have

a) anc+ implies a <T b.
b) dec∗ implies a ≮T b.
c) sib(a′,b ′) implies (a <T b ⇐⇒ I (a′) > I (b ′)).

Corollary 3.16. There is at most one <T .

Theorem 3.17 (Preorder). t ⊢ · < · is the unique <T .

Therefore, Theorem 3.15 suggests an algorithm for TJ ver-

ification based on lowest common ancestors in the fork tree.

One can dynamically construct T and I as a monotonically

growing data structure during the execution of a trace. Upon

executing fork(a,b), b is added to T as a new child of a. The
index map, I , represents the order in which the children are

added.

4 TJ Subsumes KJ
We can recapitulate the definition of the Known Joins policy

[10] within the framework of Section 3.1. The common set-

ting then allows us to prove that Transitive Joins subsumes

Known Joins (Theorem 4.3), meaning that TJ accepts at least

all of the same executions as KJ.

Definition 4.1. The judgment t ⊢ a ≺ b, which denotes

that task a knows task b after the execution of trace t , is
given by the following rules.

KJ-child

t ; fork(a,b) ⊢ a ≺ b

t ⊢ a ≺ c
KJ-inherit

t ; fork(a,b) ⊢ b ≺ c

t ⊢ b ≺ c
KJ-learn

t ; join(a,b) ⊢ a ≺ c
t1 ⊢ a ≺ b

KJ-mono

t1; t2 ⊢ a ≺ b

Definition 4.2. The Known Joins policy (KJ) instantiates the
relation family R as Rt (a,b) ≜ t ⊢ a ≺ b, and accepts each

trace t for which we can derive some t : A.

The ≺ relation is the permission-to-join, or “knowledge”,

relation of Known Joins. The above definition is modified

from its original form in Cogumbreiro et al. [10]. The original

definition used a map K from tasks to knowledge sets. We

have a ≺ b ⇐⇒ b ∈ K(a). The rules KJ-child and KJ-

inherit show, respectively, that a parent task knows its child,

and the child inherits all the knowledge of the parent at the

time of the fork (cf. T-async, [10]). The rule KJ-learn shows

that, in a join, the waiting task acquires all the knowledge

of the terminating task (cf. T-get, [10]). From KJ-mono, we

have that ≺ grows monotonically during a trace.

Note the parallels between the < rules in Section 3.1 and

the ≺ rules here. In particular, TJ-left subsumes KJ-child;

TJ-right is essentially KJ-inherit; and we have monotonicity

in both cases by the *-mono rules. The differences are that

TJ-left obtains much more information than KJ-child (com-

pleting transitivity in combination with TJ-right) and that <
has no join rule.

We say that TJ subsumes KJ by the following result. Note

that the superset relation of Corollary 4.4 is strict (c.f. Sec-

tion 2.3).

Theorem 4.3. If t is KJ-valid, then t ⊢ a ≺ b =⇒ t ⊢ a < b.

Corollary 4.4. If t is KJ-valid, then t is TJ-valid. That is, the
TJ policy accepts a superset of the traces of the KJ policy.

Proof of Theorem 4.3.

Proof. (By induction on the proofs of t ⊢ a ≺ b and of the KJ-

validity of t ). If t ⊢ a ≺ b is derived by KJ-child, KJ-inherit, or

KJ-mono, replace the given rule with TJ-left, TJ-right, or TJ-

mono, respectively, and recurse on the hypothesis of the rule.

The remaining case is that t ⊢ a ≺ b is derived by KJ-learn.

We, therefore, must have a proof of that rule’s hypothesis,

t ′ ⊢ c ≺ b, where t := t ′; join(a, c). Recurse on t ′ ⊢ c ≺ b to

obtain t ′ ⊢ c < b. Since t is KJ-valid and ends with a join, the

KJ validity of t is derived by valid-join-R (for R := ≺), which

has, as a hypothesis, t ′ ⊢ a ≺ c . Recurse on t ′ ⊢ a ≺ c to
obtain t ′ ⊢ a < c . Finally, apply Lemma 3.8 (transitivity of <)
to obtain t ′ ⊢ a < b, which yields t ⊢ a < b by TJ-mono. □

We have now seen that TJ subsumes KJ and that TJ is

a total order over the created tasks. TJ is in this sense a

maximally permissive sound policy: TJ permits a superset of

the KJ-valid traces, but if even a single additional task pair

were added to TJ’s total order join permission relation, TJ

would then admit some deadlocking traces. Therefore any

sound policywhich strictly subsumes TJmust necessarily not

impose a total order a priori from the fork tree; that is, it must

respond dynamically to other events besides task forking.

That is to say, by observing only forks, TJ improves upon KJ

(which observes both forks and joins), but to improve upon

TJ one must again observe more than forks.

5 TJ Verifier Specification
We describe an online verifier of TJ validity, including fork

and join routines and some possible algorithms for the <T
decision procedure of Theorem 3.15. There is a modular

separation between the fork and join routines of the verifier

and the underlying implementation of Theorem 3.15.

5.1 Verifier Interface
We assume the ability to create a task record by invoking

a = {node : u, code : f },
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Algorithm 1 Verifier Interface

1: procedure Fork(a, f )
2: if a = null then
3: v ← AddChild(null)

4: else
5: v ← AddChild(a.node)
6: b ← {node : v, code : f }
7: start(b)
8: return b

9: procedure Join(a, b)
10: if Less(a.node,b .node) then
11: return wait(b) ▷ join is legal

12: else
13: fault

where u is an arbitrary piece of data and f is the function

that the task should execute. We assume that execution of

a.code begins asynchronously once the method start(a) is
invoked. We assume that the method wait(a) blocks until
the termination of a.code and returns the return value of

a.code.
We supply two procedures in Algorithm 1:

• Fork(a, f ) implements the action of async f by task a;
it returns the new child task. If a is null, this represents
the initialization of a root task to execute f .
• Join(a,b) implements the action of b .join by task a; it
returns the return value of b .code upon termination

of b .code if the join is TJ-valid, and faults (without

blocking) otherwise.

Algorithm 1makes calls to two procedureswhichmaintain

a (real or virtual) tree data structure, T :

• AddChild(u) should create and return a new child of

vertex u in T , or a new root vertex if u is null.

• Less(v1,v2) should return whether v1 <T v2 in the

tree T that has been constructed by all the preceding

calls to AddChild.

The requirements imposed on AddChild and Less are

1. Every call to AddChild must return a unique value.

2. Less and AddChild may be called concurrently (with

themselves and with each other).

The guarantees provided to AddChild and Less by Algo-

rithm 1 are

3. No two instances of AddChild shall be called concur-

rently on the same parameter (since that parameter

uniquely determines the calling task).

4. Each parameter to Less shall previously have been

returned by AddChild.

Algorithm 2 TJ-GT implementation

1: procedure AddChild(u)
2: v ← {parent : u, ix : null, depth : 0, children : 0}

3: if u = null then
4: return v
5: v .depth← u .depth + 1
6: v .ix← u .children
7: u .children← u .children + 1
8: return v

9: procedure Less(v1, v2)
10: if v1 = v2 then
11: return false

12: else if v1.depth < v2.depth then
13: return ¬Less(v2,v1)
14: i1, i2 ← null ▷ child indices we arrive by

15: while v2.depth < v1.depth do
16: i2 ← v2.ix
17: v2 ← v2.parent
18: while v1 , v2 do
19: i1 ← v1.ix
20: i2 ← v2.ix
21: v1 ← v1.parent
22: v2 ← v2.parent
23: if i1 = null then ▷ i2 is never null
24: return true ▷ anc+ case
25: return i1 > i2 ▷ v1 <T v2 iff i1 > i2

5.2 Possible LCA Algorithms
According to Theorem 3.15, the join validation step in an on-

line verifier is essentially a lowest common ancestors compu-

tation in the fork tree, T . Recall that we defined an extended

LCA function, lca+(a,b), which provides specific information

about how a and b are connected to their LCA. We describe

three possible algorithms, TJ-GT, TJ-JP, and TJ-SP. The com-

plexity bounds for each algorithm, and for prior work, are

recorded in Table 1.

5.2.1 TJ-GT
The most basic algorithm for maintaining the fork tree, T ,
and answering lca+ queries is given in Algorithm 2. This

algorithm, TJ-GT, is characterized by having a shared global

tree. Each vertex v stores a pointer to its parent, u, an index

indicating how many siblings have preceded v , the depth of

v in T , and the number of children v has forked so far.

Per its specification, AddChild(u) creates and installs a

new child for vertex u. The first step is to allocate a unique

vertex, setting u as its parent (line 2). In the special case that

we are creating the root node (u is null), we leave v with

an initial depth of 0 and no children (lines 3–4). Otherwise,

the depth of v is calculated from its parent’s depth (line 5).
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Table 1. Algorithmic complexities for policy verification; n
is the number of tasks, and h is the height of the fork tree.

In the worst case, h = n.

KJ-VC KJ-SS TJ-GT TJ-JP TJ-SP

Fork time O(n) O(1) O(1) O(logh) O(h)
Join time O(n) O(n) O(h) O(logh) O(h)
Space O(n2) O(n) O(n) O(n logh) O(nh)

The number of preceding children is taken from the parent’s

child count, which is then incremented (lines 6–7).

Less(v1,v2) decides v1 <T v2. The procedure first elim-

inates the case that v1 is at least as deep as v2 using the

equivalence v1 <T v2 ⇐⇒ v1 , v2 ∧ v2 ≮T v1 (lines 10–
13). The procedure then lifts v2 to an ancestor of the same

depth as v1 by following the parent pointers (lines 15–17).

Afterward, both v1 and v2 are lifted together until their LCA
is found (lines 18–22). Throughout the process, every time a

parent pointer is traversed from v to v ′, the index of v as a

child ofv ′ is stored (lines 14–16, 19–20). If the path traversed

by v1 to the LCA was trivial, since the path traversed by v2
always takes at least one step, the initial v1 was a proper an-
cestor of the initial v2 (lines 23–24). Finally, i1, i2 give us the
relative order of the two sibling vertices that were traversed

immediately prior to reaching the LCA (line 25).

AddChild satisfies requirement 1) of Section 5.1 because

it returns a freshly allocated vertex, v . Observe that no con-

current reads can be performed on the fields of v until after

AddChild returns, thanks to guarantee 4) of Section 5.1.

Moreover, the only data that is modified by AddChild and

is at the same time visible to other threads is u .nchildren.
However, Less does not access nchildren, and guarantee

3) ensures that no concurrent AddChild will access the

same u .nchildren. Furthermore, Less is a read-only proce-

dure. Therefore, we justify the correctness of AddChild and

Less in satisfying requirement 2) without making use of any

synchronization on the data structure.

Each vertex (hence each task) requires a constant amount

of storage. The space complexity of TJ-GT is then O(|T |),
linear in the number of tasks created. In order to update the

data structure upon a fork, O(1) operations are required. No

update is required upon joining, but the join verification may

require scanning the tree along two paths no longer than the

height of the tree. Therefore the time complexity per join is

O(height(T )).

5.2.2 TJ-JP
Alternative algorithms for lowest common ancestors, and

hence lca+, can be formulated based on various solutions to

the level-ancestor problem [18]. For the sake of exploring

different time and space complexity trade-offs, we consider

another possible algorithm, TJ-JP, based on jump pointers [1].
At a cost of extra pointers in the tree, we can dramatically

Algorithm 3 TJ-SP implementation

1: procedure AddChild(u)
2: if u = null then
3: return {path : [], children : 0}

4: p ← append(copy(u .path),u .children)
5: u .children← u .children + 1
6: return {path : p, children : 0}

7: procedure Less(v1, v2)
8: i ← 0

9: while i < min(length(v1.path), length(v2.path)) do
10: if v1.path[i] , v2.path[i] then
11: return v1.path[i] > v2.path[i]
12: i ← i + 1
13: return length(v1.path) < length(v2.path)

improve the join verification complexity. Let each node main-

tain not a single parent pointer but an array of pointers to

each of its 2
i
th ancestors. Moreover, let each of these pointers

be paired with the index of the child that the pointer arrives

through; these will serve the same purpose as the index field
in Algorithm 2. The space per node is no longer constant

but O(log height(T )), since a node at depth d will need an

array of size log
2
d . Setting up these jump pointers requires

O(logd) time per fork at a node of depth d . However, the
jump pointers make traversing the tree much more efficient

than in TJ-GT. Instead of scanning linearly across two paths

to find their meeting point, one can perform a binary search

using the jump pointers. Thus, the join verification time is

only O(log height(T )).

5.2.3 TJ-SP
Finally, we propose a task-local version of the <T decision

algorithm, TJ-SP (Algorithm 3), in which an explicit shared

tree is replaced by a per-task array recording the task’s path

from the root (its spawn path). Upon each fork, the new task

copies its parent’s array, appending its own index among

its siblings (line 4). An O(log height(T )) scan for the longest

common prefix of two tasks’ spawn paths yields lca+ infor-
mation (lines 9–12). Where the paths diverge, we compare

the sibling indices as usual (lines 10–11). If the paths match

up to the length of the shorter one, then one of the tasks is

an ancestor of the other, so we use the relative lengths of the

paths to discriminate the anc
+
and dec

∗
cases (line 13).

6 Evaluation
We empirically compare the performance of Transitive Joins

with that of Known Joins. The two measurements we are

interested in are the execution time overhead and the mem-

ory usage overhead incurred when using each policy. The

three policy implementations we test are Known Joins us-

ing vector clocks (KJ-VC), Known Joins using snapshot sets
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(KJ-SS), and Transitive Joins using the spawn path algorithm

(TJ-SP). The complexity bounds of Table 1 suggest that the

jump-pointer algorithm, TJ-JP, may only pay off if the fork

tree is very deep. None of our benchmarks exhibit fork trees

deeper than 8 tasks, so we did not pursue an evaluation of

TJ-JP. We chose to implement TJ-SP over TJ-GT despite the

extra memory requirements because using task-local arrays

instead of a shared tree of pointers can benefit from cache

locality.

All policies were implementedwith Armus [9] as a fallback

deadlock detector. That is, if the given policy flags a join as

invalid, general cycle detection is invoked to determine if

the join would truly create a deadlock or if it is just a false

positive. Therefore, both the KJ and TJ verifiers are sound

and precise as implemented. None of our benchmarks can

deadlock, but because the fallback cycle detection is slow, the

performance of each verifier can be impacted if the policy

frequently triggers false positives.

6.1 Benchmark Programs
To make the comparison as fair as possible, we include the

same five benchmark programs as in the KJ evaluation [10],

and we have implemented our TJ verifier within the same

framework as the available KJ implementation, namely, the

Habanero Java language [6]. For completeness, we added

a benchmark, NQueens, that is invalid under KJ but valid

under TJ.

Jacobi A central finite difference stencil is iteratively com-

puted for an 8192 × 8192 matrix. On each of 30 iterations, a

16×16 array of tasks is forked to compute the stencil in blocks.

Each block depends on its own values from the preceding

iteration, as well as values at the block boundaries for up

to four neighboring blocks. Therefore, each task awaits the

completion of five tasks from the previous iteration before

proceeding.

Smith-Waterman Two DNA sequences, each of length

21,726, are aligned using the Smith-Waterman dynamic pro-

gramming algorithm. The score array is divided into 40 × 40

chunks, with each chunk being computed by a task. Each

task must await the completion of three neighboring tasks.

Crypt This Java Grande Forum [31] benchmark has been

adapted to the Habanero Java language. The program en-

crypts and then decrypts 50 MB of data. Each of these two

phases consists of embarrassingly parallel work divided

among 8192 tasks that are forked and then joined by the

root.

Strassen Two n × n matrices can be multiplied block-wise

using seven (not eight) (n/2) × (n/2) multiplications in a

divide-and-conquer strategy. At every level of recursion, the

current task spawns the seven recursive multiplications and

four subsequent matrix addition tasks. The recursion is cut

off at blocks of size 128×128, which aremultiplied directly. To

Table 2. Runtime and memory overheads for verification.

Bold-face indicates best factor in each row.

Time (s)/ Policy Overheads

Benchmark Mem. (GB) KJ-VC KJ-SS TJ-SP

Jacobi

12.15 1.10× 1.12× 1.10×
3.210 1.33× 1.01× 1.00×

Smith- 5.445 1.03× 1.09× 0.98×
Waterman 3.726 1.00× 1.00× 1.00×

Crypt

0.4250 9.15× 1.08× 0.99×
0.3286 6.55× 1.02× 1.00×

Strassen

7.816 0.99× 1.00× 1.00×

9.005 1.03× 1.22× 1.02×

Series

81.10 1.00× 1.04× 1.01×

0.9680 1.95× 2.61× 1.46×

NQueens
4

23.55 1.48× 1.24× 1.32×

6.156 1.53× 1.49× 1.10×

Geom. Mean

Overhead

{
Time

Mem.

1.58× 1.09× 1.06×
1.73× 1.30× 1.09×

multiply the top-level 4096 × 4096 matrices, the benchmark

must spawn 30,811 tasks in a tree of depth 5. A Strassen

benchmark also appears in the Cilk and Barcelona OpenMP

Task Suite benchmark sets [11, 12].

Series Another Java Grande Forum [31] benchmark has

been adapted to Habanero Java by Cogumbreiro et al. [10].

One million independent tasks are spawned by the root to

calculate the coefficients of the Fourier series for a simple

polynomial. The computation completes once the root has

joined with all tasks.

NQueens Like Strassen, NQueens employs a divide-and-

conquer algorithm to allocate work among tasks. Unlike

Strassen, in which each task joins on its own children or

siblings, the root task of NQueens joins on all tasks in any

order to collect the result. The recursion is 14 levels deep.

Almost 3.4 million tasks are spawned in a tree of height

8; the 6 remaining levels of recursion proceed sequentially.

An example program with the same high-level structure as

NQueens was discussed in Section 2.3. The sequence of joins

by the root task of NQueens potentially violates Known Joins,

but not Transitive Joins. A divide-and-conquer NQueens

also appears in the Cilk and Barcelona OpenMP Task Suite

benchmark sets [11, 12].

6.2 Execution Time and Memory Results
We ran each benchmark program under each policy imple-

mentation on a 16-core AMD Opteron 3.2 GHz machine.

The operating system was Debian 8.10; the Java version was

OpenJDK 1.7, running in JDK 1.5 compatibility; the Habanero

Java runtime was invoked with 16 hardware threads.
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The execution time and memory overheads are presented

in Table 2. For the baseline (no policy enabled), we give

the absolute time in seconds and memory usage in giga-

bytes. The execution time is reported using the steady-state

methodology [13]; we take the mean of 30 runs, after dis-

carding one warmup run. The memory usage is the average

amount of memory in use throughout the 30 post-warmup

runs, sampled once every 100 ms. For each of the three veri-

fiers, we report the overhead factors for execution time and

memory. Finally, we give the geometric mean overhead for

each verifier across all benchmarks. The absolute execution

times for the baseline and all three policies are shown with

95% confidence intervals in Figure 2.

The TJ-SP time andmemory overheads are no greater than

a factor of 1.10× in all but two cases (memory for Series and

time for NQueens). The KJ-VC and KJ-SS overheads for all the

pre-existing benchmarks (the verifiers were not previously

evaluated on NQueens) satisfactorily replicate most of the

results of Cogumbreiro et al. [10], with the exception of

KJ-VC’s memory usage on Jacobi, which we found to be non-

competitive with the other verifiers. TJ-SP is comparable in

time overhead (within 10 percentage points) to at least one of

the KJ verifiers on every benchmark. On memory overhead,

TJ-SP again performs comparably well to at least one of the

KJ verifiers in all cases except Series and NQueens, for which

TJ-SP performs significantly better than both KJ verifiers.

On Series, all three verifiers incurred significant memory

overheads—at or above 1.5×. TJ-SP is the superior verifier

on Series, taking three quarters as much memory as the

second best, KJ-VC. Still, Series is an outlier for the mem-

ory overhead of TJ-SP, which does not exceed 1.1× on any

other benchmark. The excessive memory usage for all three

verifiers on Series may be due to the fact that the baseline

memory footprint consists of very little data, dominated by

the one million spawned tasks, and the space complexity is

dependent on the number of tasks.

NQueens is the only potentially KJ-invalid program and

was not previously tested with KJ verifiers. We find that

the NQueens execution time is significantly impacted by

all three verifiers, with KJ-SS performing the best and KJ-

VC the worst. Figure 2 shows a large variance in execution

time for NQueens over the other benchmarks, suggesting

a higher degree of nondeterminism. Recall that NQueens

nondeterministically violates KJ and triggers cycle detection;

however it never violates TJ. On memory usage for NQueens,

both KJ verifiers incur a 1.5× overhead, but TJ-SP performs

with only a 1.1× overhead, despite the large number of tasks.

In taking the geometric mean of execution time overheads

for each verifier, we find that TJ-SP and KJ-SS have low

4
NQueens was compiled to use an alternative cooperative work-sharing

runtime, in contrast to the blocking work-sharing runtime used in all the

other benchmarks. This is due to KJ-SS anomalously timing out after two

hours under the blocking runtime.

and comparable impacts on execution time (less than 1.1×).
However, the geometric mean of memory overheads reveals

that the TJ verifier is the only one of the three verifiers to

have a consistently low impact on memory usage.

7 Related Work
7.1 General Approaches
Broadly, there are three categories of solutions to the dead-

lock problem, as outlined by Coffman et al. [8]: 1) static pre-

vention, 2) detection at runtime, and 3) avoidance at runtime.

In the first category, approaches seek to statically identify po-

tential deadlocks or prove their absence using, for example,

static analyses or type systems [4, 27, 34]. Runtime detection

consists of identifying cycles of deadlocked tasks after the

deadlock has already occurred [19, 20, 24–26, 32]. Finally,

runtime deadlock avoidance strategies, to which this work

belongs, intercept attempted join operations that will or may

cause a deadlock [3, 5, 9, 10, 14, 28, 33]. The advantage of

avoidance over detection is that a target program has the op-

portunity to recover from aborted joins; however, avoidance

can be more challenging and expensive than detection [9].

A general algorithm to avoid deadlocks on task termina-

tion and barrier synchronization is to perform cycle detection

in the waits-for graph to determine if each attempted join

would create a deadlock cycle [29]. The advantage of cycle

detection is that it is sound and precise; that is, it exactly

determines whether a deadlock would arise. However, the

time to verify each join with this method is quadratic in

the number of tasks [29], resulting in prohibitive runtime

overheads in practice [10].

7.2 Relationship to Known Joins
Recent work on deadlock avoidance has proposed Known

Joins (KJ), a conservative policy that precludes deadlocks

using a set of rules that are efficient to check at runtime [10].

KJ’s advantage is that online policy verification is a low-

overhead operation in practice. However, the concern with

a conservative policy is that it may have limited utility by

rejecting many reasonable deadlock-free programs. The im-

plementation of a Known Joins verifier therefore uses Armus

[9], a cycle-detection algorithm for deadlock avoidance, as a

fallback mechanism. When a program violates KJ, Armus is

invoked to precisely filter out false positives. A previous eval-

uation has demonstrated prohibitively expensive runtime

overheads in using Armus alone, but the hybrid implemen-

tation of KJ with Armus achieves both the low overhead of a

conservative policy and the precision of cycle-detection [10].

However, prior work has not established how KJ performs

when a deadlock-free target program frequently triggers the

fallback mechanism.

Known Joins was originally designed for the purpose of

proving deadlock-freedom from data-race-freedom in the Fu-

tures model. For this reason, the KJ policy is not necessarily
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Figure 2. Execution times for each evaluated policy verifier, showing the mean with a 95% confidence interval.

suited as a widely applicable deadlock-avoidance strategy.

In contrast, we set out to create a new policy specifically

designed to admit a large class of deadlock free programs in

the Futures model. To understand this point, we ask what

interesting programs are deadlock-free but rejected by KJ?

Consider the tree formed by the forks in a program, where

each newly forked task is a child, and where the forking

task is the parent. KJ permits a task to join on an imme-

diate child. But if a task joins on a descendant other than

one of its immediate children, KJ requires the task to have

first joined with all the intervening nodes on the path to

the descendant. The class of behaviors we have chosen to

admit in TJ is the arbitrary descendant join: A task should be

permitted to join on any descendant regardless of what other

joins have already occurred, because weakening KJ to admit

arbitrary descendant joins does not compromise deadlock-

freedom. This behavior arises in a natural implementation of

the ‘finish’ construct of X10 and Habanero Java. When a fin-

ish block ends, it joins with the collection of tasks spawned

transitively within the block [7]. A finish implementation

may trigger a false positive under KJ unless the join order

carefully respects the fork order, limiting the usefulness of

KJ. We discuss this example at length in Section 2.3. In order

to admit arbitrary descendant joins, we define a new Transi-

tive Joins (TJ) policy for deadlock-freedom, which exhibits

transitive join permissions.

Transitivity of join permissions also has a practical advan-

tage for the implementation of an online policy verifier. TJ

retains the KJ concept of permission inheritance upon fork-

ing. But strikingly, the KJ concept that a joining (waiting)

task should learn new permissions from the joinee (terminat-

ing) task becomes obsolete, for the joining task will already

have these permissions by transitivity. As a consequence, a

join operation does not require a TJ verifier to update any

permission state, thereby simplifying a possible implemen-

tation in comparison to a KJ verifier.

8 Conclusion
We have presented a novel deadlock-avoidance policy, Tran-

sitive Joins, for dynamic task parallelism with arbitrary join

operations, which is applicable to a range of parallel program-

ming models such as Futures and threads. The policy is a set

of rules for task joins that admits only deadlock-free runs.

TJ admits a strictly larger class of practical deadlock-free

programs than the prior Known Joins policy.

TJ can be implemented as an online verifier using one of

several possible algorithms, with cycle-detection as a fall-

back to catch false positives. The implementation of our TJ

verifier for the Habanero Java language competes with and

in some cases surpasses existing implementations of two KJ

verifiers in minimizing both time and memory overhead. We

demonstrated that TJ can efficiently verify benchmarks with

a large number of tasks, incurring geometric mean time and

memory overheads of 1.06× and 1.09×, respectively. This re-

sult improves over the state of the art, KJ-SS, whose time and

memory overheads are 1.09× and 1.30×, respectively. There-

fore, we propose that our TJ verifier is a practical choice for

an always-on deadlock safety checker.
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A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract
The Transitive Joins deadlock avoidance policy is provided

as a plugin for the Habanero-Java compiler and runtime. The

software archive contains source code for the compiler, TJ-SP,

KJ-VC, KJ-SS, and the benchmark suite. Automated scripts

set up the testing environment and run the benchmarks. A

multicore machine with a Docker installation is required.

The average execution time and memory usage overheads

should be compared with the results in the paper.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
• Algorithm: deadlock avoidance

• Program: Habanero-Java benchmarks included

• Compilation: Habanero-Java compiler included

• Run-time environment: Docker
• Hardware: recommend 16-core CPU

• Metrics: execution time, memory usage

• Output: metrics; execution time and memory usage plots

• Experiment workflow: extract archive; build Docker im-

age; run benchmark and result processing scripts

A.3 Description
A.3.1 How delivered
The source files and scripts were made available to the eval-

uators as a Docker image that includes all software depen-

dencies.

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies
Our evaluation was conducted on a 16-core CPU 3.2 GHz

AMD Opteron. The benchmark script launches the JVM with

60 GB of RAM. Any comparable machine will suffice. We

reported execution time overheads factors relative to a base-

line; however even these figures will vary from machine to

machine due to nondeterminism.

A.3.3 Software dependencies
The Docker image includes Java 8 and Python 3 installations,

the source tree for Habanero-Java, the source code for the

policy plugins, and the six benchmark programs.

A.4 Installation
The Docker image is built by a Makefile, which includes the

automated setup of the Habanero-Java compiler, runtime,

and policy plugins.

A.5 Experiment workflow
Each benchmark is a Habanero-Java program using Futures.

Within the Docker container, a script runs the registered

benchmarks in turn. For a given benchmark, the program is

first compiled and run under Habanero-Java with no modifi-

cations so that join operations are unchecked (the baseline).

Then for each policy (KJ-VC, KJ-SS, TJ-SP) the program is

re-compiled so that the join operations are checked by that

policy first, and, upon violation, by Armus cycle detection.

Each benchmark program is configured to run 31 iterations

within the same VM, printing the execution time for each

iteration and average memory usage across 100-ms samples.

A second script parses the log file from all the benchmarks,

computes the mean of 30 execution times (dropping the first

sample), the overhead factors for time and for memory usage

of each policy over the baseline, and the geometric mean of

overheads across all benchmarks. This script generates data

for Table 2 and a plot like Figure 2.

A.6 Evaluation and expected result
The TJ-SP algorithm presented in this paper is implemented

as a Habanero-Java extension, alongside existing implemen-

tations of KJ-VC and KJ-SS. The code which checks each

join operation for validity is After installation, a single script

runs all or a selected subset of the benchmarks, generating

a log file with raw data. A second script parses the data to

produce aggregate results and plots.

The full suite takes around 5 hours to run on the suggested

hardware. Independent of absolute execution time and mem-

ory usage, the computed time and memory overhead factors

should reproduce results comparable to Table 2. Factors such

as machine architecture, scheduling, and nondeterminism

will contribute to differences in the results.

A.7 Experiment customization
Any Habanero-Java program can be added as a benchmark.

The ‘Harness’ class records and prints timing and memory

statistics in the same way as the existing benchmarks. The

benchmark script can be adapted to include new benchmarks,

or the Habanero-Java compiler and runtime can be invoked

directly on the the program.
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